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About This Game

Hello Professor Watts here and I have some research to do on memory skills. I have assembled a wide variety of cats to put our
memory to the test. We can see how we're doing by completing matches in a specific amount of time and earning points to track
our overall progress. It would really help having someone sharp like yourself on my team to complete this research. Complete 80

challenging randomized memory match puzzles and aim for a new top score each time you play.
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The idea of the game is simple, it's just a memory test game that you need to match up two of the same cat pictures together and
move on to the next puzzle until you beat them all. Sadly I can not recommend this game as it's completely broken, all you have
to do is keep clicking on the same picture over and over and you still get points and win the puzzle so you have no need to
actually play the game and the game crashes occasionally when you are on another window.

If you are interested in Steam inventory items this game has x5 drops a day. Steam Inventory Guide
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